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Erratum 
Volume 32, Number 2 (1970), in the Note, “The Optimal Route Problem 
and the Method of Approximation in Policy Space,” by D. Davidson and 
D. J. White, pp. 435-455: 
A “proof” that the policy space method for the standard optimal route 
problem would terminate in (N - 1) steps if there are N states was given. 
IJnfortunately this proof was incomplete. 
In the original “proof, ” it was merely shown that at each stage of the policy 
space algorithm, j”(i) could be chosen identical with jr,(i), for i E Qw, , and that, 
as a result of this selection process, 
.f”(4 = fw(Q = f(i)> icsz,, . (19) 
It can be shown, however, that if (F”‘(.), J”‘(.)> are alternative sequcnccs of 
cost functions and policies generated by the policy space algorithm, then (19) 
is still true for Fn( .). Thus, assuming that the result is true for 0 -< 1 -< m, and 
remembering that {FL(.)} is monotonic decreasing in m, we have, fnr i F Qn,,, 
and ifj(.) is an optimal policy, such that i E Q,,, -j(i) E Q,, r , 
Fm(i) - .f(;) = CiJm(i) + F”(JvL(i)) - ciiCi) - f(.i(i)) 
= Cjp&) + F”(J”(i)) - Cjj(i) - P--Q(i)) 
= CiJ?qi) -+ Fn’-‘(p(i)) - Ci&) - P-Q(i)) 
.< 0. 
(20) 
The last inequality arises because, by virtue of the policy space algorithm, 
J”(i) minimizes cij + FVz-*(j). 
Since clearly Fm(;) > f(i), we have F(i) = f(i) = f?,,(i), i E Q,,, . 
The inductive hypothesis is trivally true with m = 0, and hence the original 
proof is valid with this addition. 
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